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“I am building a fire, and everyday I train, I add more fuel. At just the right moment, I light the match.”
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PROJECT ABSTRACT - GENDER AND SPORT TRAINING
My original intentions were to focus on healthy eating and designing a building that corresponds to the concept of cooking. Diving deeper into the 
concept I had come to discover the correspondence was not reaching the level that I desired. I knew that I enjoyed the concept of healthy nutri-
tion, and exercise has been a constant theme in my life as well. This lead me to deal more stickily with nutrition and exercise. 
 
Personally I have played soccer for 16 years of my life, and soccer was the first idea that came to  my mind when thesis projects were first 
introduced. I could not initially think of how to connect the two without simply designing a soccer stadium. Now, when I came to focus on nutri-
tion and exercise, soccer fell right into place. Within my own personal consideration, I would have always enjoyed a facility that was devoted not 
only to soccer but strictly for women as well. I feel that training in a gender specific facility would make me feel more comfortable, but I would 
have had everything catered to my personal needs. In addition, being specific to my sport the facility could only improve my skills and talent to 
the fullest. With all this in mind, and the consideration of other aspects, it was clear to propose the design of a Soccer Training Facility specific to 
women, to be located in Colorado Springs, Colorado.
 
Women’s soccer is currently the fastest growing segment in sports. In North America alone it supersedes all other national sports in increases to 
membership per year, and sheer volume of participants. Across the US there are no soccer training facilities designing solely for women. It has 
also been proven that Women and Men have different mind sets when it comes to the game of soccer, and while actual game play is not differ-
ent, the mind set and training techniques are. With this in mind in 2011 the women’s world cup will begin in Germany, and this would be a prime 
location for the US Women’s team to train for that event. In addition, in 2012 is the summer Olympics where the US Women again will be in need 
of training to perform their best for the gold. After these two upcoming years the facility would not need to close, or would not be unused. It 
would constantly be utilized for all the ODP (Olympic Development Program) women’s soccer teams. In this ODP program for girls, a pool of play-
ers in each age group are selected for their respective National Team, for international competition, extremely similar to the actual USA Women’s 
team. The program provides high-level training towards the development of players, and having a common training facility for these teams would 
only enhance this training. With this sharing of the facility would create a motivation for the younger girls to want to reach the level of the actual 
USA team, and training in the same facility is just the first step. 
 
It is necessary to create a facility solely for women due to the condition where women do develop and need to train differently than men to 
achieve their full potential. They utilize different machines, follow different meal plans, and make use of different techniques to gain the upper 
hand. One specific example to look into is the fact that there is a much higher rate of knee injuries in women over men. From this information 
there seems to be two major components that revolve around the issue. Anatomical and mechanical realities are not being addressed, and nei-
ther is the corrective training methodology. There are still too many male training methodologies used when coaching women, and soccer needs 
to be more phase and gender specific. At game time both male and female athletes will have their heads into the game. The routes to get there 
however will have been different and having a women specific training facility will guarantee a top performance for the top players and teams.
 
Colorado Springs is the premier choice of location for the training facility. It is currently the location of the Olympic Training Center, surrounding the 
women athletes with other hard working training athletes as well. Presently, on location there are abundant amounts of tennis courts, baseball 
fields, and tracks. There are no soccer fields on site. The higher altitude during training will allow for better endurance in locations that are closer 
to sea level, or be in strong competition in the situation where they do have to play in higher altitudes elsewhere across the globe. Colorado’s 
weather hits all ends of the spectrum, and training in all of the alternating weather conditions will develop the women to adapt to all of them. 
The actual site for the facility would be in Memorial Park, directly south of the Olympic Training center. Within this site are; an Olympic aquatic  
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center, baseball fields, and tennis courts. There is even space for the development of outdoor soccer fields as needed. The Olympic Training cen-
ter has aged over the years since it was constructed, and with this new addition to the area would only enhance the overall feeling of sports and 
training. 
Within the design are countless needed amenities. Such areas that would be designed include; physical therapies, exam room/Dr.’s Office, mas-
sage therapy, Hydrotherapy, strength training, ply metric training, athletic training, cafeteria with Kitchen, and team training. All types of therapy are 
a necessity for all athletes. It is there to help prevent injury, as well as to provide faster recovery should something occur. Strength training is key. 
Being a contact sport, muscle is needed to stand your ground, and hold onto the ball. This can be enhanced with the right equipment, routine 
and facility. Ply metrics are important to keep players agile and quick moving. Athletic and Team training develops all the players together, there is 
no I in team, and games are only won by teams and not individuals. The cafeteria is where a focus on nutrition comes into play. To perform the 
best it is essential to eat right. The training facility will truly encompass all the is needed to develop and improve all the women that utilize the 
facility creating players that dominate the sport of soccer.    
All these amenities and specifications of what these women will need is what will carry the design. All aspects will be enhanced to their full 
potential through this design. Small details will be essential. Every designed aspect will have reasoning behind it, focusing on the best develop-
ment of women soccer players. Locker rooms for the players, for staff, and a smaller exclusive locker room for elite players cannot be forgotten. 
In consideration of the business aspect of the sport there is also the necessity of offices, meeting rooms, and a press interview room that must 
be included in the design. For the athletes benefit the addition of a computer room, and lounge area will be developed. The techniques used will 
connect to the needs of each individual aspect of the facility and become one uniform structure. Sunlight and ventilation will be important to dive 
into to create an environment that is pleasing to be a part of. It has been proven that people work harder in a pleasant environment. Looking into 
each aspect will create the needs of different types of design. For all the therapy rooms, there is the need for medical equipment; the strength 
training area needs specific machines to develop the right muscle groups for soccer; polymeric require equipment to be set out and outlined in 
precise routes for routines; the cafeteria and kitchen need all the commercial use equipment to prepare food as well as the space to occupy the 
amount of players that would be using it. Each of these amenities requires different design approaches, and my goal is to connect all of these 
uniformly and to their full potential. 
Structure will also play an extremely important part of design. Sports Architecture is driven by geometry, all aspects must be optimized to bal-
ance complex requirements such as venue capacity, comfort, quality, and location of all amenities. With a large footprint the appropriate tectonics 
of the design will give shape, scale, texture and warmth to the architectural space.  There are a number of constraints and technical challenges 
not only within the structure but in creating energy efficient and cost effective systems, as well as energy saving strategies. As an innovative new 
design, being LEED certified is practically a must. The construction components will promote environmental sustainability including the selection of 
materials, indoor environmental quality, and a focus on energy and water conservation. 
The Women’s Soccer Training Facility will deliver a complex, beautiful and highly functional building that will stand the test of time. The facility 
will be architecturally outstanding, but will also give monetary value in both capital outlay and lifetime operational costs. Architecturally eye-catch-
ing sports buildings are a source of pride not just for the team’s fans but for the whole country. They can become destinations in their own right 
and act as catalysts for regeneration. It will provide full potential of development in the technical, social, mental, and physical aspects of soccer. 
The environment of design will be emotionally satisfying for the players, but the design will go beyond the constructed environment.  As previ-
ously stated, women’s soccer is growing at a rapid speed, the creation of this training facility will be that catalysts to boost the program even 
more. It will draw more people together around not only team USA, but to other athletes, events, and places wholeheartedly. 
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Thesis:
To generate the best performance out of female soccer play-
ers through architecture. To focus on key spaces within the 
training facility through research specific to female athletes, 
design those spaces to provide full opportunity for full player 
development. 
Ultimately, to improve soccer female athletes, further pro-
mote the sport in the media and inspire young girls with the 
passion to play.
Intent Narrative & Conceptual Design
12
Research/Analysis
13
Process Documentation
14
Phase 1
15
Concentrating on Women’s Soccer & defining the site.
16
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Nutrition 
Researching all the information involving the nutrition aspects for women soc-
cer players, helps to understand when and where there should be a food source 
located within the design of the facility. In addition, it presents what necessary 
equipment will need to be included as well.
Weights/Training  
Research shows that training needs to be more gender specific. Discovering how 
women soccer players need to train, allows for the correct sizing of the weight 
room facility, and to present the team with the accurate machines. Ultimately, with 
the most up to date machine technology, the female athletes can train to their full 
potential.
Women VS Men
There is a clear difference between men and women. Seen in athletes as well, 
women train differently than men. To create a women’s specific training facility will 
accept these differences and cater to them. It will enhance the female athletes 
soccer ability to its fullest, and develop a team that wins games.  
Basic Background Research
18
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
Today women’s soccer is the fastest growing segment in sports, it supersedes 
all other national sports and increases its membership per year, with the sheer 
volume of participants.
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The US Women’s National Team used to dominate the world in soccer. Now it 
appears the other countries have simply caught up.  
A Training Facility will be the ideal place to develop these US athletes to their 
full potential, motivate younger girls to continue on in their dreams of becoming 
their heroes, and once again put TEAM USA on top.  
Discovering the History 
20
Defining the exact location.
Sun, wind, views, & traffic 
Site Panorama
21
Size and Circulation
The specific dimensions chosen for the site is 500’ x 250’. In the intended design, the play-
ers will have a separate, private entrance that is approached from a smaller street that pass 
through Memorial Park. The Public entrance will utilize the parking facilities already in place, 
and an additional will be added onto an existing parking lot as well.  
Location
The site location is in Memorial Park, situated in the center of Colorado Springs, Colorado. It sits 
two blocks directly south of the official Olympic Training Facility.
The site has a slight slope and the lower area next to the site has almost no grade change; 
perfect for the development of soccer fields. Great views look out to the foothills of the moun-
tains, and a smaller lake. The site currently  is not being utilized and conditions of the ground 
cover is dying grass with dirt patches throughout. 
The site was chosen due to its centrality in the country, spectrum of weather conditions, high 
altitude, accessibility, and proximity to other athletes. 
Site Selection -  Colorado Springs, Colorado
22
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Altitude, Temperature, Precipitation
Looking into the annual weather the site, it obtains an ample amount of sunlight, and with participation 
of the surrounding mountains, the sunrise and sunset do not become an effect in playing during those 
time frames. 
The prevailing wind comes from the North year-round, and the strength of the wind in this location is 
very minimal.  Temperatures and precipitation vary throughout the year allowing for a full four distinct 
seasons to play in. 
The higher altitude during training will allow for better endurance in locations that are closer to sea level, 
or be in strong competition in the situation where they do have to play in higher altitudes elsewhere 
across the globe.
Colorado Springs is located on a flat plain just east of the Southern Rocky Mountains, which protects the 
city from extreme weather, and the averages presents mostly clear days, with a low humidity, and light 
wind speed.
Weather Analysis
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Triangle structure in player development.
To become a hero, you have to start with the passion as a child.
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Utilizing reoccurring triangle form.
Triangle structure in soccer
The best formation and way to pass the ball around your 
opponents on the field is through the use of playing in tri-
angles. Passing in triangles leads to ease in having open 
players. Allowing the perfect set up to score goals and win 
games.
Triangle structure in the facility
The triangle is the strongest shape in holding weight. 
Perhaps it could be utilized within the structure but also 
be continued into the facade of the facility as well, to truly 
display the connection of structural performance. 
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Phase 2
27
Concentrating on connecting & unifying elements.
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After phase one, with insightful input, there was a new aspect of research 
that needed to be covered. A new focus was necessary on exactly what was 
needed to improve the design. Thought had to be taken on what was truly 
important, and where more research should be conducted. 
The realization over what was essential to cover all became indirectly related 
to on another. The utilization of the triangle helps to highlight the three aspects 
that were now of importance. 
The focus relocated itself towards the aspects of: women & architecture, archi-
tecture & soccer, and soccer & women.
A new focus of research.
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The research was focused on deciphering if architecture can be defined as female, and what 
about the architecture forms this definition.
Smooth Curves, Soft Shapes
“The female is known to protect and nurture, as a result a structure becomes more feminine 
when the exterior has a smooth oval shape, and soft curves, to the hold the interior, becoming 
a womb.”
The Feeling of a Community, a team, not individuals:
“Considering the special requirements of women of all cultures and all ages, special attention 
should be taken, to provide the sports village with a feeling of intimacy and well being often 
lacking in the more masculine industrial-style sports complexes that are more like factories 
for physical exercise, than temples for body and mind.” Bjarke Ingels, Partner-In-Charge, BIG 
Architects. 
Women & Architecture
31
Curvature Diagram & Example
Community levels Diagram & Example
32
Architecture & Soccer
Physical elements of soccer than can be translated into architecture
33
Soccer mesh can become facade of building
Soccer ball becomes folds of shelter over stadium
34
Facility Utilization 
Training for 120 weeks, with 314 players
The facility is geared towards ideally training Team USA, always being 
allowed first preference. There are multiple younger players that are 
on the National Teams, that are training to become part of Team USA, 
and they would utilize the facility as well. This would promote the 
players to get to interact with their idols, and increase the passion and 
desire to make it to that highest level. 
The facility also offers the opportunity for the development of a team 
Colorado to become part of the Women’s Professional Soccer league. 
Currently there is not team for the state of Colorado, and the facility 
could become the home base for this team. 
Having a WPS team would also have the facility in utilization year 
round, and would never be standing empty. 
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Precedents & Case Studies 
Inspiration and contribution to personal design 
36
By: BIG Architects
Initially a competition project, it was to design a center for research, education and training 
about women’s sports in Malmo, Sweden. 
I took this case study to find more information in dealing with the focus around only women, 
and the special requirements suggested by the architects of the project themselves. 
World Village of Women Sport
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By: Path Architects
Wanting to push the boundaries of what a locker room could be, Path Architects too the U of O Football 
locker room and turned it into the new standard by which all football team locker rooms are judged.
Since the interior spaces of the facility is just as important as the exterior, it was important to take a 
look at an interior architecture project as well. This project opened my eyes on how to take a typical 
space and completely alter the perception of what the “standard” of that space is.
Interior, University of Oregon
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By: Populous 
This touches the training facility aspect of my thesis project. This complex is primarily athletic 
training room for football, women’s soccer, softball, baseball, and track & field. 
It was important to look at the specifications of this training complex to see what exactly was 
designed and placed within the building, and which of these aspects would be needed in my 
women’s specific complex.
Missouri Athletic Training Complex
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Located in: Seoul, Korea
A campus valley where nature, sport grounds, event location and educational buildings mix, inter-
mingle and follow one another. The campus welcomes 22,000 female students and is ranked as 
one of the best universities in the world. 
Beneficial for  me is the development  of community in the University. This happens  through a park 
feeling with the ability to walk on top of the structure, and the open valley with a full glass facade 
to easily see into each side. 
EWHA Women’s University
40
Sponsored by FIFA
The aim is to create 20 Football Centers to promote public health, education and football 
in disadvantaged communities across Africa. By using the positive elements of football, 
many locally run organizations have been successful in reaching young people and ad-
dressing such challenges. 
Football for Hope
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By: Chartier Carbasson Architects
Located in Amiens, France; the main focus is this project is a sloping turf roof that merges with 
the adjacent field. 
This study helped me to see aspects of a facility that is based solely on soccer (football) train-
ing. It sets up what is necessary for a soccer specific facility, and presents the idea for a field 
that can become part of the structure itself.
Football Training Center
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At the University of Connecticut 
The facility provides one of the nation’s best centers for student-athletes, and it was the 
first LEED Silver Certified collegiate athletic facility to open in the country.
This study helped me to realize there is the possibility to make such a Complex both 
aesthetically pleasing and environmentally friendly at the same time.
Burton Family Football Complex
43
Located in: Colorado Springs, Colorado
The U.S. Olympic Complex in Colorado Springs is the headquarters for the U.S. Olympic Committee 
administration and the Olympic Training Center programs. 
Larger in scale, this study helped me to understand the environment I want to surround the 
players in, and how to give privacy to the players but allow for public access at the same time.
Olympic Training Center
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University of Nebraska - Lincoln
The complex provides student-athletes with a tremendous advantage as everything they need to 
prepare for competition all in one area. Athletes have easy access to the football offices, including 
position and video rooms, athletic medicine center and football locker room. The coaches have a 
tremendous view of the strength complex, giving them a birds-eye-view of the work being done 
every day during the season.
Being able to actually visit a training facility was what was most influential for me from this training 
center. In addition, I really enjoyed the aspect of the coaches having a view over the players and 
wanted to incorporate that into my design as well. 
Tom and Nancy Osborne Athletic Complex
45
By: AFL Architects
 
The concept was to develop a building in harmony with its setting: meeting the demands of a chal-
lenging brief whilst integrating the landscape of this sensitive site. The green roof makes reference 
to the existing ground plane, raised to create volumes below which are enclosed by glazed facades. 
The facades are then shielded where required, against solar gain by solid shards formed using metal 
panels designed to naturally weather over time, and variably aligned to add texture.
The integrating to the landscape and some additional interior spaces that are not common to all 
training centers is what was inspirational about this complex’s design. The utilization of 
environmentally friendly design was of definite importance and inspiration as well. 
Chelsea Training Ground
46
Program Development
Approximating spaces and square footages
47
Deciding Adjacencies 
Adjacencies 
Simple bubble diagram representing the different size 
requirements for spaces, and how spaces overlap or 
interact with each other. 
There is a definite need for a separate entrance for the 
players and the public and that is addressed as well. 
Levels of Importance
The diagram focuses in on what spaces are of most 
importance and then spans out to spaces that have 
less strick demands on location, privacy, size etc. 
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Concept Generation One
Focus on perfecting space separations. 
49
Concept Generation Two
Focus on curvature of form.
50
Phase 3
51
Introducing the aspect of creating communities of connection.
52
Updated concept diagram.
53
The aspect of community was the next step of research to allow for the 
visitors to the park and facility felt connected back to the park and Colo-
rado springs environment. In addition, connecting people together, which 
would promote the sport, and enhance its fan base. 
Goal:
“Developing a strong COMMUNITY with WOMEN through 
the utilization of ARCHITECTURE and the SPORT of SOCCER” 
Importance of Community
54
Connecting People
Sport can change the perspective of whole communities and develop their sense 
of belonging.
Not only a physical activity, but sport becomes an area where people interact 
socially.
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The Power of Sport on a Community
Preventing Crime & Aggression
Sport has created an important role for the New Millennium through development goals and global-
ization. It is seen as a tool for conflict prevention, cost-effective, peace building and development 
by United nations Agencies.
The Country of the Ivory Coast was at War with itself. When finding out their soccer team made it 
to the World Cup for the first time ever, the entire country went to peace to be able to support their 
team through their world cup debut. 
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20 Centers for 2010 is the official campaign of the 2010 FIFA world Cup. Its aim is to create 20 
Football Centers to promote public health, education and football in disadvantaged communities 
across Africa. 
By using the positive elements of football, many locally run organizations have been successful 
in reaching young people and addressing such challenges.
Football for Hope
Community through Sport Case Study
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Katutura, Windhoek, Namibia
Focus: Providing individuals with intellectual disabilities and 
special needs with adequate learning facilities, HIV/AIDS 
awareness and assistance in job searches.
Baguineda, Bamako, Mali
Focus: Empowering girls and young women by helping to 
strengthen their self-esteem and social status in the 
Community.
Kimisagara, Rwanda
Focus: Supporting young people through counselling and 
training the overcome ethnic divides and become peace ad-
vocates in their communities
Centers already constructed & their focus. 
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Community
The architecture can affect peo-
ple’s experience of place, to 
shape the community
Architecture can influence how 
people interact with each other 
through the social ordering of 
space.
Scales of Habitation
Communities understand and 
experience their lives at multiple 
scales simultaneously.
Light and Land
The changing states of light, 
climate and vegetation can be-
come active participants in cre-
ating dynamic architectural and 
social spaces.  
The connection of the building 
to its environment enhances the 
specificity of place, and gives an 
expression of the community.
The Power of Architecture on a Community
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Choreography of Community
Architecture can create places that invite a mov-
ing experience of space.
How the architecture and inhabitants fit together 
can vary, which allows for a range of spatial and 
social experience. 
Geometries of Connection
Can provide powerful cues for con-
necting new buildings to the exist-
ing fabric for fostering a range of so-
cial integration, and for investing new 
places with new memories. 
60
Community through Architecture - Case Study
61
EWHA Women’s  University
Seoul, Korea
A campus valley where nature, sport grounds, event location 
and educational buildings mix, intermingle and follow one 
another. The campus welcomes 22,000 female students and 
is ranked as one of the best universities in the world. 
Beneficial for  me is the development  of community in the 
University. This happens  through a park feeling with the abil-
ity to walk on top of the structure, and the open valley with 
a full glass facade to easily see into each side.
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Developing Communities
Users of the entire park.
Teams within the facility walls.
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Goal: To connect all the different communities that are developed
The soccer player supporters.
64
Location on site with projected housing & fields.
65
Beginning Sketches of Concepts
66
Public & Privacy Separations
67
Views, Inside & Out
68
Connecting the Community to the Soccer
Feeling of Connection 
69
Perfecting Program Locations
70
Entrances
The public can easily choose 
how they wish to interact with 
the facility. They can walk up 
and over, up the berm to watch 
a game at play, or enter the 
Facility to experience the 
interior.
Site Circulation
The Facility allows for continued 
ease through Memorial park. 
The location does not remove 
any previous pathways, and 
actually promotes more 
circulation through a space that 
was previously vacant. 
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Sun Involvement
Facing South, the alternating 
peak formation allows for fil-
tration of the strongest sun-
light amounts. It would pro-
vide for constant light into a 
very large space.  
Views
Again, the way the facility is 
situated allows for dramatic 
views onto the nearby Me-
morial Lake, and a pleasant 
view directly towards the 
mountain landscape in the 
background. 
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Updating the Floor Plans
Roof Level
Upper Level
73
Entry Level
Lower Level
74
View Facing Southeast
75
View Facing Northwest
Generation of Form
76
View Facing Northeast
77
Interior field, facing South
78
Phase 4
79
Improving the Exterior & Focusing on the Interior Spaces
80
Original Facility location
81
New Facility location
82
Exterior Form Design 
Hard edged, long-span glulam beams.
83
Structural Decisions
Free flowing, spherical gridshell.
84
“There are so many injuries especially in the older girls game, but be-
cause of over practicing players are getting fewer days to recuperate.” 
Female players are more than twice as 
likely as males to sustain an Anterior Cru-
ciate Ligament (ACL) injury.
There are differences in recovery between 
genders that cannot simply be attributed 
to size difference.
Injury & Recovery Research
85
Female soccer players require 
a different daily nutrient intakes 
when compared to both the aver-
age female and male athletes.
If the proper nutrition is not ful-
filled, female soccer players are 
more susceptible to the female 
athlete triad. The triad consists of 
disordered eating, amenorrhea, 
and osteoporosis
Nutrition Research
Gender Research Discoveries
86
FIFA, the largest soccer program, has a sig-
nificant lack of female soccer promotion.
Women’s Sports teams have a limited fan 
base because they have not been marketed 
well, or have the proper funding.
Female athletes both young and old, often 
have to struggle for access to uniforms, 
travel money, practice facilities and scholar-
ships.
Media Coverage Research
87
Female athletes require social time right 
before a practice or a game. They are 
less focused on the opposing team and 
more on their own.  Males are sizing up 
their competition and focused on indi-
vidual performance, while females are 
usually concerned with internal team dy-
namics first, and than the competition.
Rules, field size, and length of play are 
all the same between women and men’s 
soccer, but the routes they take to pre-
pare for the game are different
Mental Preparation Research
Gender Research Discoveries
88
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1. Training Room
2. Weight Room
3. Locker Room
4. Cafeteria
Key Spaces of Focus
90
KU Softball Player Graduate
   “While all team sports promote a ‘family’ type camaraderie between teammates, I think it’s safe to say this is typically more 
true for women teams.  In my experience, a student athlete spends about 80% of their time with teammates in some way or 
another....Practicing, weights, meetings, studying, etc.  Not to mention that your teammates are usually the ones you hang out 
with at night (going to a movie, going out, etc.).”
   “The daily schedule of a student athlete is generally very strict.  There is usually not a whole lot of time to spare once you 
get done with morning classes from when you have to go to practice.  This is why I think it’s important that locker rooms have 
a sitting area/lounge available.  My locker room did not have one of these so we would just make our own in the middle of the 
floor (less than ideal).  I think this lounge type of space also promotes a more social aspect to the team.....where teammates 
can gather and relax before/after practice, eat lunch, nap, study.... I think a women’s lounge would differ from a guys in the 
amenities provided (video games, movies...)”
   “Maybe this is a little too technical, but female athletes don’t use gang showers like guys.  Female locker rooms should al-
ways incorporate individual shower stalls.  This was always annoying to me....seemed like 90% all of the locker rooms had gang 
showers and they were never used.  Not once in my 4 years did I use the gang shower in our locker room - and I can count on 
one hand the number of times someone else used it.”
Questionnaire for Coaches and Player Feedback 
Getting input for actual 
soccer coaches as well 
as the players themselves 
to truly discover what a 
traditional training com-
plex is missing. 
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Vanessa Lawson - University of Western Kentucky Soccer Player
   “We did a lot of weight lifting. Power clings. Bench. Incline bench. Hang clean. Back squat. 
Step ups. Skull crushers. Lots of long distance running and sprints. 300s a lot. Lots of jumping 
drills. Never machines but volleyball did a lot. Lots of agility stuff Angeles yoga. We did pretty 
much everything as a team. Nothing really individually. He pushes us a lot to increase our weight...
Which I hated ha. Evert Tuesday Thursday we had 4 am running for an hour straight any speed 
we wanted. In season practice every day weights 4 days a week. We loved our weight trainer 
mire than our coach and played harder for him. Inspirational quotes are always good. We had a 
couch? TV big radio system.”
Heidi Kleekamp - University of Central Missouri, Soccer Player
   “We would sign up for morning workouts before or in between classes. Then we would 
have practice around 2 after classes. We would be in groups of about 4 for our weight training 
depending on class schedules. There would be an assistant coach in the weight room with us. 
Everything was with a group. The only work that we did individually was our summer workouts 
at home. The only time that we used cardio machines was to warm-up before our weight lift-
ing. I personally used the cardio machines during the winter when we had about 2 months off 
soccer - which would be the time from our last game to the start of spring season. Our locker 
room was set up pretty nice. It would have been nice to have a storage room for our equipment 
and uniforms. We keep everything in the showers because no one took showers there.”
Alyssa Hile - Missouri State University, Field Hockey Player
   “Weight training was always does as a team. We did stretching and core in the open room and 
then moved on to free weights. We all did the same things (squats, cleans, lunges, bench, RDL, 
front press, etc etc). We all did the same things but we each had our own sheet with different 
weights dependent on our max’s. After that we went out and ran as a team. We never worked 
out on cardio machines but I think it would have been nice to have in the “athletes” gym so we 
could go in on our own time since our school gym was sooooo old and the machines sucked. 
Anyhow... our locker room was clean but small and we shared with all girls teams pretty much. 
I wish the lockers were more spread out instead of right next to each other because when we 
changed there wasn’t much room. Also, our lockers were in like rows kinda and I think an open 
square room woulda been nice. I know the basketball teams had couches and TVs and I def 
would have liked that.”
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Final Program Selection, Size, and Specifications
Two dominant spaces due to drastic square footages. 
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Stadium & Indoor Fields become driving factors in design.
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Beginning the Design of the Exterior Stadium Field
The goal here is to Incorporate berm 
seating to connect back to park, de-
veloping  community unity and creat-
ing a more relaxed 
environment. 
Traditional stadium seating will create 
the frame of the field, and allow for 
another way to view a game. It will 
also be incorporated into the berm 
area directly on the center line to al-
low for fans to choose which way 
they want to experience the game. 
Seating Design
Seating Section Diagram
Seating Birds-Eye Diagram
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Designing the Indoor Field, creating a Gridshell.
T-shaped Bracket
Glazed roof unit
ETFE pillow set in 
extruded aluminium frame.
Cast steel node
Central cast steel nodes
Timber Column
Air outlet grille
Window Glazing
ETFE Pillow Cladding
These ETFE pillows, consist of 
pneumatic cushions restrained 
in aluminum extrusions and sup-
ported by a lightweight structure. 
The cushions are inflated with low 
pressure air to provide insulation 
and resist wind loads. The cush-
ions are manufactured from three 
layers of the modified copolymer 
Ethylene Tetra Fluoro Ethylene 
(ETFE).  The system is extremely 
long lasting, and can easily be 
used as part of the permanent 
building envelope. The ETFE sys-
tem combines exceptional light 
transmission with high insulation. 
Each layer can incorporate differ-
ent types of solar shading, which 
ultimately allows for light to be 
uniformly distributed to the indoor 
field throughout the entire day. 
ETFE Sun Filtration
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Organic & Free-Flowing
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Beginning The Final Design 
98
Final Design Documentation
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Creation of female athlete focused spaces
100
Inside the Stadium
101
A Women’s Specific Soccer Training Facility
102
Site Plan
103
On the Site, Memorial Park
Circulation Everyday
Circulation Gameday
Sections on Site
Section 1
Section B
Section A
The Complex itself is placed off axis to help control the sunlight on the 
field throughout the day. The location also allows for easy transition 
between indoor field to the practice fields. 
Situated in memorial park, consideration had to be taken on the land-
scape. Plantings are all native to the area and require little maintenance, 
Use of color and smell guide the users along different aspects of the 
facility. Pathways were added to highlight the entries to the complex 
and the addition of practice fields and player housing were taken into 
consideration as well. 
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East Entrance
West Entrance
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Entrances are on both the East and the West side of the complex. There are 
multiple entrances and both include the aspect of water. The water not only 
makes the users feel more relaxed and comfortable, as it relates back to 
the large lake that is in direct proximity. The goal is to promote movement 
through the space on game days, or not on game days. To have the users 
of the park interact with the complex itself. 
Around the entrances are areas of interest towards women’s soccer. Pro-
moting the sport by giving information of all users just passing by the com-
plex, can only improve on the knowledge and love of the sport. 
Entering the Facility
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Under Gridshell, Pedestrian Walk Way
Pedestrian Walk Way, facing Mountain View.
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Open Roof Walk Way
The Pedestrian walk way is meant to invite all users of the Park to interact with the 
facility. It will not only take them across an area of the park faster then having to walk 
around, but also gives a spectacular view of the lake in the park as well. 
There is also interaction on game days, pedestrians can still utilize the walk way and 
watch part of a game or just take a glance of one that is in play. 
On the roof is the Retail Store, and the Hall of Fame. This is yet another way which 
women’s soccer is promoted and introduced to all users of the park. They can visit 
the Hall of Fame to learn more about the players and the teams, or enter the retail 
shop and buy themselves a souvenir. 
The walk way is covered by the gridshell that is continued from the covering of the 
indoor field. This creates the organic free flowing form that is desired. 
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Interior
109
Design solutions to allow for optimum performance players.
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1 
3
4
5
6
78
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
14
9
8
6
21
22
23
1. Stadium Soccer Field
2. Indoor Soccer Field
3. Visitor Locker Room
4. Visitor showers / bathroom
5. All Team Lounge Area
6. Referee Locker Room
7. Referee Lounge Area
8. Team Film Room
9.Showers / Bathroom
10. Team Locker Room  A
11. Laundry
12. Team Locker Room B
13. Player Entry/ Reception
14. Staff locker Room
15. Group Team Lounge
16. Equipment Room
17. Equipment Office 
18. HVAC
19. Electric
20. Fire Protection
21. Water Service
22. Mechanical Room
23. Visitor Entry
Lower Level Floor Plan
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2425
26
24
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34 32
3232
32
32
33
34
34
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
39
35
35
351 
2
24. Storage
25. West Stadium entry
26. Training Room
27.  Hydro-therapy Room
28. Training Storage
29. Drink/Cooler Room
30. Exam Room
31. Training Office
32. Concession
33. Ticket/ Will Call
34. Men’s Public Rest Room
35. Women’s Public Rest Room
36. Lounge pedestrian area
37. Public Cafe
38. Cafe Kitchen
39. Gathering space
40. East Stadium Entrance
Entry Level Floor Plan
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41
42
43
44 45
46
47
48 4950
51
52
53
54
55 56 57
58
59
60
57
61
62
63
64
65
41. Nutritional Area
42. Strength Training Office
43. Cafeteria Kitchen
44. Cafeteria 
45.  Sponsorship space
46. Strength Storage
47. Strength 
48. Player Study Room
49. Study Rest Room
50. Tutorial Room
51. Copy Room
52. Sponsorship space
53. Video Editing Room
54. Director of Sport Office
55. Head Coaches Bath Room
56. Head Coaches Office
57. Assistant Coaches Office
58. Waiting Lounge
59. WAR room 
60. Storage
61. Sport Psychiatrist Office
62. Sport Psychiatrist Space
63. Conference Room
64. Mangers Work Room
65. Break Room KitchenUpper Level Floor Plan
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6667
68
6970
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
80
66. Retail Storage
67. Retail
68. Public men’s Rest room
69. Public Women’s Rest room
70. Viewing Lounge
71. Concession
72. Hall of Fame
73. Hall of Fame Storage
74. Media Gathering
75. Interview room
76. Media Conference Room
77. Main Telecom Room
78. Media Work Room
79. Media Equipment Storage 
80. Open walkway
Roof Level Floor Plan
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Views out
Circulation
Private
Public
Media
Semi Private
Key
Lower Level Circulation & Views
115
Circulation & Views
Entry Level Circulation & Views
116
Circulation & Views
Upper Level Circulation & Views
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Views out
Circulation
Private
Public
Media
Semi Private
Key
Roof Level Circulation & Views
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Key Interior Spaces
Female athlete issues solved through the architecture. 
119
Connecting the Research to the Design 
120
RESEARCH: 
Female Athletes do not take the necessary time to recover 
from injury causing them to 
Ultimately, reinjure themselves worse.
SOLUTION:
Design spaces in the training room that promote recovery, 
and a constant connection back to the team.  
121
Training Room
Training Tables that allow constant Communication
122
Training Room
Creating a space that is devoted solely to rest and relaxation
123
124
125
Training Room
Training Area that looks out to indoor field.
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RESEARCH:  
The majority of soccer team weight training is done 
with free weights together.
SOLUTION:
Promote comfort and community feel by focusing on 
the weight training area.
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Weight Room
Allowing Connection to training room below.
128
Center core for team weight training
129
Weight Room
130
Locker Room
Locker room circular, to promote game focus.
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RESEARCH: 
Female Athletes begin with the team, then themselves.
SOLUTION:
Allow for constant team bonding whether the focus is on the metal 
preparation or on relaxation 
132
133
Locker Room
Separate lounge space for relaxation.
134
Cafeteria
Relaxation seating in space to constantly present community feeling.
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RESEARCH:  
Women athletes are more prone to the Female Athlete 
Triad  
SOLUTION:
Give the subconscious feeling that food is of less im-
portance  by lowering its location to allow for visibility 
and communication across the entire space.
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Cafeteria
137
Ability to see across entire space with food on lower level
138
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Promotion, Passion, Perfection
Final Statements
Through this women’s specific soccer facility, female soccer players will be able to develop 
to their full potential. They will have all the aspects of design that relate to their desires and 
needs. 
Developing to their full potential, Team USA will once again become the strongest team in 
the World when it comes to soccer, allowing them to win the Women’s World Cup, and the 
Olympics in 2011 & 2012
The Community and the public now have a place they can interact with on a daily basis or 
for specific events, all the users will gain more knowledge of the women’s soccer program.
With more users gaining respect for the sport, the media will become more interested in 
publicizing the teams on television.
With more televised events that promotion of Women’s Soccer will begin.
With increased promotion, more young girls will have role models that they desire to be-
come.
The goal of improving women’s soccer will be successful.
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